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-  Technology that provides the capability to logically separate the physical resources of a server and use 

them as different isolated machines.

- The ability to run multiple, same or different, operating systems on a single physical system and share the 

underlying hardware resources

Understanding Virtualization



Hypervisors

- A hypervisor is a software, a.k.a. Virtual Machine Manager/Monitor(VMM), which sits between the hardware 

and OS and provides the interface to share the available resources like memory, CPU, network etc.

- With hypervisor, a system’s resource is utilized to utmost capacity by the virtual machines. How? By taking 

the physical resources and dividing them, so that the virtual environment can use them.



Types of Hypervisors

- Type 1 Hypervisor  or “The bare metal or Native hypervisor”

- Type 2 Hypervisor or “The Hosted Hypervisor”

Bare-Metal Hosted



Types of virtualization



Continued…
- Hardware or Server Virtualization:  Most common type of virtualization and it provides advantages like 

optimum hardware utilization and application uptime..

- Network Virtualization: It refers to the management and monitoring of a computer network as a single 

managerial entity from a single software-based administrator’s console

- Storage Virtualization: multiple network storage resources are present as a single storage device for easier 

and more efficient management of these resources.

- Memory Virtualization: It introduces a way to decouple memory from the server to provide a shared, 

distributed or networked function. It enhances performance by providing greater memory capacity without 

any addition to the main memory.



Continued…
- Software Virtualization: 

It provides the ability to the main computer to run and create one or more virtual environments. It is used to 

enable a complete computer system in order to allow a guest OS to run. For instance letting Linux to run as a 

guest that is natively running a Microsoft Windows OS (or vice versa, running Windows as a guest on Linux).

- Data Virtualization: Without any technical details, you can easily manipulate data and know how it is 

formatted or where it is physically located. It decreases the data errors and workload.

- Desktop Virtualization: It provides the work convenience and security. As one can access remotely, you are 

able to work from any location and on any PC. It provides a lot of flexibility for employees to work from home 

or on the go. It also protects confidential data from being lost or stolen by keeping it safe on central servers.



Virtualization Benefits
- Cost-effectiveness to the organization

- Reduction in energy consumption

- Utilizing the computing resources to the fullest.

- Enables to run different operating systems and apps on a single physical machine.

- centralized monitoring of your resources as virtualization provides easy way of connecting and maintaining 

your virtual servers.

 



Resources
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BAmGiVl6kg&list=PLWPirh4EWFpEvXF17ROZgIkV2WRp_WlQq

- https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781597493055000013

- https://www.vmware.com/pdf/virtualization.pdf

- https://www.petri.com/intro-to-virtualization

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BAmGiVl6kg&list=PLWPirh4EWFpEvXF17ROZgIkV2WRp_WlQq
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781597493055000013
https://www.vmware.com/pdf/virtualization.pdf
https://www.petri.com/intro-to-virtualization


❖ A4-Virtualization-assg-1 – create a VM (linux flavour)

❖ A4-Virtualization-assg-2 –  create a VM, change the config e.g. add a disk and the format it, Add one more 

disk(existing or new) from hypervisor and expand the storage on VM.

❖ A4-Virtualization-assg-3 –  Every virtual machine has some basic files associated to it like config file, disk 

file, snapshot file etc. Find out different files and explore their respective details.

❖ A4-Virtualization-assg-4 –  Find out various libraries in python which are used  to connect to VMware ESX 

server and write a program to connect to the ESX server.

Assignments



Any Queries ?

mail us at learning@afourtech.com

Thank you !
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